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ABSTRACT
Line edge roughness (LER) has become a standard topic in the semiconductor industry for its possible yield impact on
wafer production. Recently a number of studies address its measurement process to increase the reliability of results.
Here, we investigated roughness on photolithographic masks, which is the blue print for wafer production. It is shown
that LER influences feature uniformity and thus has a considerable impact on overall mask production yield. To
determine the roughness parameters we varied measurement parameters on a scanning electron microscope to optimize
reproducibility and repeatability of the obtained values. Two parameters dominate the LER values. The first parameter
is the length used to average the signal from the scanning electron microscope and to obtain the position of a single edge
point. Good results for this so called summing length were obtained for values above 100 nm. The second important
parameter is the total length of the investigated line that is used to calculate the LER. Here, we found that the increase
of LER values with increasing investigation length is similar to the well established behavior on wafers. It was found
that the average LER value calculated from various sites saturates at investigation lengths larger than 10 µm, whereas
single LER results show no scattering within measurement precision for investigation lengths larger than 30 µm
independently of mask position. In comparison to similar investigation on wafer both the summing length as well as the
investigation length has to be chosen about a magnitude larger. It is suggested that the multi exposure process of mask
creates roughness on length scales of the order of several micrometers.
Keywords: line-edge roughness, line-width roughness, measurement algorithms, scanning electron microscopy, photo
lithographic masks

1. INTRODUCTION
The ever decreasing feature sizes on photo masks and wafers demand the extension of the existing set of well accepted
norms to quantify refined feature parameters. One of these emerging parameters is the line edge roughness (LER) that
describes the uniformity of a single line along a limited length. The parameter found its way to the International
Roadmap for Semiconductors for its impact on chip yield. Currently it is part of the metrology of line features on wafers
and has seen extensive investigations for methodology of measurements including strong standardization activities by
the international SEMATECH and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
The serious concerns regarding LER in the semiconductor industry spurs the desire to investigate its influence also on
photo lithographic mask the blue prints of any chip. LER is considered to be a significant contributor to the overall
feature uniformity on the mask and in particular for small features it becomes a dominant contributor. One prominent
example is the increased feature uniformity on contact layers, which appear as rectangles on the mask, and thus can be
measured by means of standard critical dimension (CD) routines only with limited region of interest (ROI). Here a
typical result is that contact layer masks have about 20% larger feature uniformity values than masks with extended
features like line/space layers although both designs are manufactured by absolutely identical processes.
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Figure 1: CD uniformity results for 360 nm lines with varying measurement window size

To illustrate this behavior we investigated a lines/space layer at different measurement window sizes. Figure 1 depicts
the dependence of feature uniformity on the size of the ROI. It is interesting to note that uniformity increase of 2 nm
from window size 2000 nm to 200 nm is identical to the uniformity difference of line/space layers (measurement
window size 2000 nm) to contact layers (measurement window size ~200 nm).This directly points to the fact that
contact and line/space layers can be considered identical except that the better overall uniformity of line/space patterns
stems from suppression of LER effects due to averaging with larger measurement windows. Therefore, LER has a
significant yield impact for the production of photo lithographic masks.
One challenging task is therefore to reliably determine LER values on photo lithographic masks for technology
development and statistical process control. Furthermore, the special situation on mask requires also the necessity to
evaluate mask where the boundary conditions of the measurement are not comply with the desired set up (e.g. length of
investigated line).

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
A scanning electron microscope (Holon EMU 220A) was utilized for the investigations. The field of view was set to 2
µm. To increase the signal to noise ratio we summed 128 single scan images for the analysis giving a sampling time of a
about 1 second. Each edge point is determined as an average of a short edge part called summing length (see also Figure
2a). The distance between edge points and their number sets the total measurement length used to measure LER. The
reproducibility of LER measurements was investigated by varying both the summing length of a single line scan and the
measurement length.
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Figure 2: (a) summing length and total measurement length (b) dependence of reproducibility on summing length (c) two
separate runs at optimum summing length (d) difference plot of (c).

Our results differ from recent works to determine unbiased values for LER on wafer. In that work the authors used
extremely short sampling times by dividing the sampling time in multiple single events and also diminished the
summing range to several nm. Although it is very desirable to apply these methods also in mask metrology, the
measurement accuracy was found to be too poor to do so. The image quality did not allow decreasing the sampling time.
Furthermore, the sharp decrease of repeatability for summing length below 50 nm prevented to apply the same methods
on photolithographic masks. It is suggested that this is caused by a significant different charging behaviour. The
scanning electron microscope induces charges in the observed structures and while wafer structures lie on silicon with
enough electrical conductivity to discharge the exposed area the observed chrome structures on masks reside on glass
with very limited electrical conductivity. Thus, the charge remains in the exposed region and influences the
measurement signal.
From our results we concluded that an optimal summing length is 120 nm, because it allows the measurement of edge
points with a small summing length to avoid too much averaging of edge effects without a significant decrease of
reproducibility. With this fixed parameter the influence of the total measurement length on LER was investigated.
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Figure 3: Influence of the total measurement length on LER results. The increase of LER with larger scan lengths is wellknown and the LER seems to saturate already around a length of 10 µm, with negligible variations for larger
sizes.

In a rough estimate this behavior can be explained with an autocorrelation wavelength in the range of 500 nm. Which is
also the dominant contribution in the power spectrum.
It is interesting to note that the lower value of 10 µm where the average of the mask saturates is somehow in line by
scaling up reported wafer results. Investigations on wafers revealed desirable investigation lengths in the order of 8
times technology node that, considering the 4x demagnification process from mask to wafer, would result in 32 times
technology node on the mask. Namely for 90 nm technology that would be only around 3 µm. However, scaling up the
proposed value of 2 µm in the SEMI standard this would result in 8 µm on the mask which is in the right ball park.
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Fig 4
Beside the average of LER results the uniformity of these results were analyzed. Fig 4 depicts the range of 10 LER
measurements at different measurement length sizes. It reveals that the range decreases significantly between 10 and 40
µm although the mean value remains constant as seen in fig.3.
This behaviour points to another autocorrelation present on the line edge roughness. From the significant contribution
between 10 and 20 µm we assume that it has to be in the region of several µm. Here, the only relevant process of that
range is the shot size of the electron beam pattern generators. Each mask structure is the result of multiple exposures
and each exposure consists of a maximum shot length of about 2 µm. Although this process is averaged with multi parse
writes (which might be the root cause of the observed smaller wavelength roughness) it remains the dominant
contributor on this length scale.
A simple calculation shows that for an assumed correlation length of 2 µm the expected LER difference for
measurement length of 300 nm to LER at infinity length is about 50% and this value drops to about 20% at 10 µm and
10% at 20 µm. Therefore, the significant improvement of LER reproducibility can be understood with such a second
long range noise wavelength. However, further investigations are necessary to distinguish between mask LER,
measurement tool noise and measurement routine related influences.
An interesting by-product of these investigations is that the value of LER averaged over the whole mask is comparable
to the measurement on a single feature if the measurement is carried out over a length of 40 µm with a summing of 180
nm. Thus, by measuring one standard pattern with sufficient length on the mask and the described parameter set, it
would allow for an easy method to standardize LER measurements for different designs and layers and thus enables also
to obtain reliable LER results, even for layers with limited feature sizes.

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper we described how different parameters influence the measurement of LER on photolithographic masks.
With the optimal parameter set very good repeatability was achieved.
We found two major contributions to LER. First, a short wavelength noise in the range of 500 nm, that amounts for the
most roughness observed on the masks. Second, a long wavelength noise in the range of several µm that is found to
significantly influence the reliability of LER results taken on different spots in the mask. While the second contribution
is most likely due to the shot accuracy of electron beam writers, the origin of the first noise is unknown. To account for
both contributions, the measurement window has to be at least 10 µm to allow reliable averaged LER results and at least
40 µm to allow reliable single measurement LER results. These values are much larger than those found for LER studies
on wafers.
We conclude that the different fabrication process of photolithographic masks and wafers also requires different set ups
for reliable LER measurements. Here, standardization efforts for wafer measurements can not be transferred one to one
in to the mask world.
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